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Department of Curriculum & Instruction
Seventh Grade Texas History
Unit

Big Ideas

Unit 7-4:Texas from 1846-1877: Civil War and Reconstruction
Review and Semester Exams

Time Frame

1.
2.
3.

The Civil War breaks out and Texas votes to secede from the Union.
Texas is impacted by battles and the coast is blockaded by the Union.
Texas adopts a new constitution that reflects seven crucial principles found in the United States
government.

Essential Unit Questions

See Units of Instruction Document for days and dates

1.
2.
3.

How did the Civil War begin, which side did Texas join, and how did it effect life in Texas?
What role did Texans play in the Civil War and what requirements did the U.S. Government have in order
for Texas to be readmitted to the Union?
How does the Texas Constitution reflect the principles of limited government, republicanism, checks and
balances, federalism, separation of powers, popular sovereignty, and individual rights?

TEKS / Student Expectations

Skills

Concepts

(Readiness) 7.1A- identify the major eras in Texas history, describe their defining
characteristics, and explain the purpose of dividing the past into eras, including
Natural Texas and its People; Age of Contact; Spanish Colonial; Mexican
National; Revolution and Republic; Early Statehood; Texas in the Civil War and
Reconstruction; Cotton, Cattle, and Railroads; Age of Oil; Texas in the Great
Depression and World War II; Civil Rights; and Contemporary Texas.

Identify

identify the major eras in Texas history, describe their defining characteristics, and
explain why historians divide the past into eras, including Natural Texas and its People;
Age of Contact; Spanish Colonial; Mexican National; Revolution and Republic; Early
Statehood; Texas in the Civil War and Reconstruction; Cotton, Cattle, and Railroads;
Age of Oil; Texas in the Great Depression and World War II; Civil Rights and
Conservatism; and Contemporary Texas.

(Supporting) 7.1B-explain the significance of the following dates: 1519, mapping
of the Texas coast and first mainland Spanish settlement; 1718, founding of San
Antonio; 1821, independence from Spain; 1836, Texas independence; 1845,
annexation; 1861, Civil War begins; 1876, adoption of current state constitution;
and 1901, discovery of oil at Spindletop.

Explain

the significance of the following dates:

(Readiness) 7.5A-explain the central role the expansion of slavery played in the
involvement of Texas in the Civil War

Explain

the central role the expansion of slavery played in the involvement of Texas in the Civil
War.

(Supporting) 7.5B-identify significant events concerning Texas and the Civil War
such as the Battle of Galveston, the Battle of Sabine Pass, and the Battle of
Palmito Ranch

Identify

significant events concerning Texas and the Civil War such as:

(Readiness) 7.5C-explain the political, economic, and social effects of the Civil
War and Reconstruction in Texas

Explain

•
•
•

•
•
•
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1519, mapping of the Texas coast and first mainland Spanish settlement
1718, founding of San Antonio
1821, independence from Spain

the Battle of Galveston
the Battle of Sabine Pass, and
the Battle of Palmito Ranch

explain the political, economic, and social effects of the Civil War and Reconstruction in
Texas

(Readiness) 7.8C- analyze the effects of physical and human factors such as
climate, weather, landforms, irrigation, transportation, and communication on
major events in Texas.

Analyze

(Readiness) 7.13A- identify how the Texas Constitution reflects the principles of
limited government, republicanism, checks and balances, federalism, separation
of powers, popular sovereignty, and individual rights.

Identify

(Readiness) 7.13B- compare the principles and concepts of the Texas
Constitution to the U.S. Constitution, including the Texas and U.S. Bill of Rights.

Compare

the principles and concepts of the:
•
Texas Constitution to the U.S. Constitution
Including:
•
Texas and U.S. Bill of Rights.

(Readiness) 7.14A- describe the structure and functions of government at
municipal, county, and state levels.

Describe

the structure and functions of government at:

the effects of physical and human factors such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

climate
weather
landforms
irrigation
transportation
communication on major events in Texas

how the Texas Constitution reflects:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

principles of limited government
republicanism
checks and balances
federalism
separation of powers
popular sovereignty
individual rights

Municipal
County
State

Levels.
(Supporting) 7.14B-identify major sources of revenue for state and local
governments such as property taxes, sales taxes, bonds, and fees.

Identify

(Supporting) 7.15A-explain rights of Texas citizens.

Explain

rights of Texas citizens.

(Supporting) 7.15B-explain civic responsibilities of Texas citizens and the
importance of civic participation
(Supporting) 7.16B-describe the importance of free speech and press in a
democratic society.

Explain

civic responsibilities of Texas citizens and the importance of civic participation

identify major sources of revenue for state and local governments such as:
•
•
•
•

Describe
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Property taxes
Sales taxes
Bonds
fees

describe the importance of free speech and press in a democratic society

(Processing Skill) 7.20A-differentiate between, locate, and use valid primary and
secondary sources such as computer software, databases, media and news
services, biographies, interviews, and artifacts to acquire information about Texas.

Differentiate

(Processing Skill) 7.20B- analyze information by sequencing, categorizing,
identifying cause-and-effect relationships, comparing, contrasting, finding the main
idea, summarizing, making generalizations and predictions, and drawing
inferences and conclusions.

Analyze

(Processing Skill) 7.20C- organize and interpret information from outlines,
reports, databases, and visuals, including graphs, charts, timelines, and maps.

Organize

Locate
Use

valid primary and secondary sources to acquire information about Texas such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

information by:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interpret

computer software
databases
media
news services
biographies
interviews
artifact

sequencing
categorizing
identifying cause-and-effect relationships
comparing
contrasting
finding the main idea
summarizing
making generalizations and predictions
drawing inferences and conclusions

information from:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

outlines
reports
databases
visuals including:
graphs
charts
timelines
maps

(Processing Skill) 7.20D- identify bias and points of view from the historical
context surrounding an event that influenced the participants.

Identify

points of view from the historical context surrounding an event the frame of reference
that influenced the participants

(Processing Skill) 7.20E- support a point of view on a social studies issue or
event.
(Processing Skill) 7.20F- evaluate the validity of a source based on
corroboration with other sources and information about the author.

Support

a point of view on a social studies issue or event.

Evaluate

the validity of a source based on:

(Processing Skill) 7.21A- create and interpret thematic maps, graphs, and charts
representing various aspects of Texas during the 19th, 20th, and 21st centuries
(Processing Skill) 7.21B- analyze and interpret geographic distributions and
patterns in Texas during the 19th, 20th, and 21st centuries.
(Processing Skill) 7.22A-use social studies terminology correctly.

•
•
•
Create
Analyze
Use
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language
corroboration with other sources \
information about the author

create and interpret thematic maps, graphs, and charts representing various aspects of
Texas during the 19th, 20th, and 21st centuries.
analyze and interpret geographic distributions and patterns in Texas during the 19th,
20th, and 21st centuries.
use social studies terminology correctly.

(Processing Skill) 7.22B-use standard grammar, spelling, sentence structure,
punctuation, and proper citation of sources.
(Processing Skill) 7.22C-transfer information from one medium to another,
including written to visual and statistical to written or visual, using computer
software as appropriate.
(Processing Skill) 7.23A--use a problem-solving process to identify a problem,
gather information, list and consider options, consider advantages and
disadvantages, choose and implement a solution, and evaluate the effectiveness
of the solution.

Use
Identify

Use

use effective written communication skills, including proper citations and avoiding
plagiarism.
create written, oral, and visual presentations of social studies information.

a problem-solving and decision-making processes to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

identify a problem
gather information
list and consider options
consider advantages and disadvantages
choose and implement a solution
evaluate the effectiveness of the solution.

Vocabulary

People of the Unit

New to Unit
Abolish, blockade, bond/bond issue, checks and balances, constitutional republic, county, federalism, individual rights, martial
law, military districts, municipal/municipality, point of view, political parties,
popular sovereignty, principle, property tax, republicanism, sales tax, secession, sectionalism,
separation of powers, slavery, states’ rights, tariffs,

Previously Introduced
Citizenship, civic participation, civic responsibilities, compare, democratic society, describe, economic effects, fees,
freedom of speech, freedom of the press, function (of state and local government), governance, limited government, political
effects, point of view, principle revenue (sources), responsibilities, rights, social effects

Tier I Instructional Strategies – Classroom Instruction for All Students
DDocument Based Question Activities:
Mini-Q in Texas History: What Was Sam Houston’s Most Heroic Decision?
Mini-Q in Texas History: The Civil War: Why Did Texans Fight?
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Abraham Lincoln
Francis Lubbock
John Bell Hood
John Magruder
John Reagan
Lawrence Sullivan
Sul Ross
Thomas Green

Civil War Mapping Activities
Activity #1

Activity #2

Activity #3

Civil War Battles and Events Chart 7.1-C

The Men of the Civil War Chart 7.1B, 7.5C
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Fort Sumter Newspaper Activity 7.1B, 7.5B
After reading the article about Fort Sumter and the start of the American Civil War you will create a newspaper or magazine article covering the event.
1. The newspaper article needs to be either from the Union/Northern or the Confederate/Southern point of view.
2. Choose a city and newspaper name from the list below.
3. Your article must include interviews with General Beauregard, Major Anderson, and citizens for Charleston. Asking about their thoughts and feelings about the battle, and what it means for the
future of the United States.
4. Explain what led to the Confederates firing on Fort Sumter. Make sure to write from the perspective you picked. Either the northern or southern point of view.
5. Include a drawing of the battle.

Categorizing Reconstruction with Cards 7.6A-C

Principles of Government Comparison (TX & US) Breakdown 7.14A-B
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In Depth Constitution (1876) Analysis 7.14A-B

Civil War Childrens Book Project w/ Rubric

Analyzing Federalism

Civil War Causes Tic-Tac-Toe

How Did I Do?- Exam Accountability Sheet

Effects of the Civil War on Texas

Our Governments Chart
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Understanding the Compromise of 1850

SOAP- Gettysburg Address (Rewordify)

Humpty Dumpty/Reconstruction Comparison

Civil War Political Cartoon Analysis

Reconstruction- Read, Talk, Write, Walk

Reconstruction Amendments

Reconsruction Report Card

Civil War Vocabulary Foldable

Critical Writing Prompts
1.
2.
3.

Why was a new Texas Constitution written for Texas in 1876? How are the Texas Constitution and the U.S. Constitution similar and different? 7.14A-B
Describe and expand on 4 of the 8 causes of the Civil War. 7.5A
Trace to events of the Civil War with a brief focus on Texas’ involvement. 7.1B, 7.5A-B
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Strategies for Struggling Students (S3)
Civil War Timeline Cards w/ Essay

Comparing Cultures and Economies Chart

Civil War Pictorial Timeline

Abraham Lincoln Timeline

Civil War Foldable for Notes:
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Civil War Climb The Ladder Interactive Notebook Activity

Unit 4 Assessment
Printing Answer Documents and Online Testing Instructions
2020-2021 Texas History Grade 7 Unit 4 Assessment-Updated
2020-2021 Texas History Grade 7 Unit 4 Assessment Key-Updated

Resources
*The suggested resources are one of many ways to address the TEKS student expectation.
Textbooks:
Texas History (textbook) – Chapters 18 – 19
Websites:
•
TSHS- Civil War
•
Fort Tumbleweed- History Of Texas During The Civil War Era
•
Civil War Photography
•

https://www.discoveryeducation.com/

Videos:
•
Confederate Song ~ The Yellow Rose Of Texas
•
What If the Confederacy Reunited Today?
•
American Civil War in 10 Minutes
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